[Effect of doxorubicine and heterogenous electromagnetic and thermal fields on the nonlinear dynamics of carcinoma Guerin development].
While local hyperthermia application the intratumoral blood flow is enhancing, leading to oxygenation and vascular permeability for antitumoral medicines. The work objective was to investigate the dependence of the development kinetics in carcinoma Gereni (CG) from combined action of doxorubicin (DR) and the kind of thermal impact, a contact one--due to a contact delivery of heat from a water heater and without contact - due to the tumor electromagnetic irradiation (EMI) using heterogenous electromagnetic field (EMF). DR was injected to the animals in a mass concentration of 1,5 mg on 1 kg of their body mass. The DR injection, a contact heating and EMI were started on the 8th day after the tumor reinoculation and kept on conducting once a 2 days. The course had included 5 injections and/or 5 seances of a contact heating and/or EMF. The combined action of DR and EMI, using spatially heterogenous EMF of applicator in environment of physiological hyperthermia, have had influenced mostly the inhibition of a nonlinear dynamics in CG development. Antitumoral action of DR in the animals with CG was influenced by thermal and nonthermal effects, which were initiated by spatially heterogenous EMF. Nonlinear dynamics of a CG development in animals did not depend from horizontal direction of isolines of a spatially heterogenous EMF of inductive applicator towards the tumor and duration of the irradiation procedure (15 or 30 minutes) after DR injection. The data obtained were exploited in clinical practice for the inductothermy optimal regimes elaboration while conducting complex treatment of patients, suffering oncological diseases.